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Introduction

"The world is entering into an age of democracy. Democratic values are becoming more and
more widely accepted. Issues of governance are high on national and international agendas
and, in recent years, there has been an upsurge in the number of elections world-wide. There
is now a window of opportunity and hope for democracy, perhaps a unique moment in
history to be seized."

Thus begins the declaration adopted at a conference in 1995 by the fourteen states that
founded the International Institute for Democracy and Electoral Assistance - International
IDEA.

The end of the cold war has gradually changed the character of and the subjects on the
international agenda in many respects. Promoting and assisting democracy is becoming an
essential part in preventing violent conflicts and in the search for peace. Good governance
has become a key objective in international development co-operation.

Hopes that democratisation would lead to rapid economic improvement have sometimes
turned into frustration with the democratic process. There has been concern about the
prospects for sustaining democracy in conditions of widespread or growing poverty.
Elsewhere, the new institutions of democracy have proved fragile; vital elements of the
system, from political parties to the media, have failed to function effectively or to provide
support for the growth of a democratic culture. Crime and corruption have begun to
undermine democracy in certain societies. These trends have led to democratic institutions
coming under fire and even the concept of democracy being questioned. A backlash
favouring a return to authoritarian systems has become a worrying possibility in some
regions.

International IDEA was established in response to this need for a serious and long-term
approach to the challenges of democracy. In this regard, it hopes to fill an important
institutional void, as an international institution, independent of specific national interests,
providing a forum for interaction and the exchange of experiences among a variety of global
actors involved in the democratic process.

International IDEA is still in the very beginning of its operations. The Council has agreed on
the directions of our initial work programme, a Board of Directors of distinguished
personalities has set the course and an experienced international staff of some thirty persons,
recruited from all continents, is now in place.

We know that there is no universal blueprint or one single methodology for promoting and
assisting democracy. This publication highlights, in brief, the major programmes and projects
in our work programme as we enter 1997. Other publications listed at the end of this one will
give you more insight into the challenges and the tasks in which International IDEA is
getting involved. Contact persons are listed throughout.

We welcome suggestions and comments as we further develop our humble contributions to
the democratic tide, one of the most remarkable global movements of our time. We want to
learn as we practise.

Stromsborg, Stockholm January 27, 1997

Bengt Save-Soderbergh
Secretary-General
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CONTEXT AND MANDATE

International IDEA was established in 1995, and began its practical work in 1996. The
membership of the Institute currently comprise Australia, Barbados, Belgium, Costa Rica,
Chile, Denmark, Finland, India, the Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Spain, South Africa,
Sweden, the Inter-American Institute of Human Rights (I1HR), the International Press
Institute (IPI), Parliamentarians for Global Action (PGA). The Institute presently has co-
operative Agreements with the Inter- Parliamentary Union (IPU) and the United Nations
Development Programme (UNDP) and is finalising and agreement with the International
Commission of Jurists (ICJ). Switzerland also contributes to the work of the Institute.

The Board of Directors of International IDEA

The Board of Directors of International IDEA presently consist of:
- Sir Shridath Ramphal (Chairman), former Secretary-General of the Commonwealth and
Co-Chairman of the Commission on Global Governance.
- Ambassador Thorvald Stoltenberg (Vice Chairman), Ambassador of Norway to Denmark,
former Foreign Minister and Minister of Defence of Norway, and UN Special Representative
in the former Yugoslavia.
- Hon Henry de Boulay Forde, lawyer and former Foreign Minister and Attorney General of
Barbados.
- Dr Adama Dieng, Secretary-General of the International Commission of Jurists.
- Dr Frene Ginwala, Speaker of the National Assembly, South Africa.
- Mr Colin Hughes, Professor of Political Science, University of Queensland and former
Electoral Commissioner of Australia.
- Mrs Monica Jimenez de Barros, Executive Director of PARTICIPA and member of the
Truth and Reconciliation Commission, Chile.
- Mr Manmohan Malfaoutra, former Assistant Secretary-General of the Commonwealth and
adviser to the former Prime Minister of India, Mrs Indira Gandhi.
- Sir David Steel, Member of the House of Commons, UK and former President of the
Liberal International.
- Ms Aung San Suu Kyi, General Secretary of the National League for Democracy in Burma
and Nobel Peace Prize Laureate.

The Institute's work is not the reflection of any specific national interests, but is based on the
founding Statutes of the organization on which the members have agreed.

The Statutes specify the objectives of the Institute as follows:

• To promote and advance sustainable democracy world-wide;
• To broaden the understanding and promote the implementation and dissemination of

the norms, rules and guidelines that apply to multi-party pluralism and democratic
processes;

• To strengthen and support national capacity to develop the full range of democratic
instruments;

• To provide a meeting-place for exchanges between all those involved in electoral
processes in the context of democratic institution-building;

• To increase knowledge and enhance learning about democratic electoral processes;
• To promote transparency and accountability, professionalism and efficiency in the

electoral process in the context of democratic development
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International IDEA has the following advantageous characteristics which assist it in
undertaking such tasks:

• It is global in ownership and scope;
• It is expressly devoted to advancing democracy as its main task;
• It brings together in its governing body, on an equal footing, governments and

professional international organizations involved in the process of furthering democracy,
and

• It regards democracy as an evolving process and is able to take on long-term projects.

There is no other organization today with this unique mandate and set of characteristics.
Decisions about what work International IDEA undertakes is guided, in part, by the
uniqueness of its members, which in turn reflect the diverse partners that are found in
national democracies. The governments and organizations that founded International IDEA
believed that the time had come for the creation of a dynamic organization that could
creatively and practically assist in sustaining and developing a democratic process in a large
number of countries.

Democracy in the 90s is becoming intricately related to the three principal goals of
international co-operation: peace and security, sustainable development and human rights. To
sustain a democratic process, however, there are many complications including technical and
practical considerations, such as the functioning of a parliament, the rules for elections, the
role of the media and methods of evaluating whether an election was "free and fair".
International IDEA'S mandate was designed to address these varied aspects of the electoral
and democratic process in a practical manner.

One other important reference point for the practical work International IDEA undertakes is
the Platform for Action adopted at the United Nation's Fourth World Conference on
Women's Rights held in Beijing, China in 1995. This Conference called for a "strong
commitment on the part of governments, international organizations, and institutions at all
levels" to contribute to the betterment of women's social, political, and economic well-being
in the implementation of all developing work. Each and every project International IDEA
begins work on has been analysed to see how it can impact on gender issues.

This guide has been broken down into the following categories: Rules and Guidelines;
Applied Research; Capacity Building, and Information. These headings demonstrate the
broad areas in which the Institute is working, yet rarely does a project fit nicely into only one
of these categories. Often projects span a number of categories, or will metamorphose from
one category to another. After each specific project the name of a contact person is given.
N.B. The e-mail, telephone, fax, and postal address for these contacts is on the
back of this publication.

RULES AND GUIDELINES

Elections are a cornerstone of democracy. Violently contested or nullified outcomes of
elections, both national and local, are among the most prominent features of crises for
democracy in many societies, as witnessed almost weekly in the media. There is an urgent
demand for widely accepted recognised minimum standards and handbooks for the various
steps of the electoral process. If elections are not organised in a manner that instils
confidence in the people and the candidates, the consequences can be considerable for the
political stability of a nation. International IDEA believes that objective standards will
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facilitate this process and will provide a resource, which does not exist today, for election
administrators and parliamentarians.

International IDEA has initially focussed its work in the area of Rules and Guidelines on
issues related to elections. In the future this work will be expanded to encompass other
aspects of the democratic process, Following is a brief description of the projects the
Institute is working on today.

1. Political Participation of Women

The overall objective of International IDEA'S gender work is to increase the participation of
women in political decision-making on different levels and in different fora. This includes
cabinet, local, provincial and state assemblies, national parliaments, parties, judiciary, labour
organizations, NGOs and media.

In 1997 International IDEA will compile the most relevant information on women's
participation in political power and its ramifications, as well as information concerning
constraints (economic, social, cultural) which diminish women's participation. Following
this a "good practices" handbook will be drafted. The project group has drafted a first
feasibility study entitled "Women's Political Participation: Mechanisms for Improving
Women's Empowerment". The Institute will also facilitate a meeting of women's
organizations and individual women activists, in order to identify the greatest obstacles that
impede women from fully sharing in political decision making.

Contact person: Programme Officer Azza Karam

ELECTORAL OBSERVATION

One of the guiding principles in the development of the International IDEA work programme
is to avoid duplication. When many organizations are already involved in a certain activity
the Institute will perform a complementary role. This is the reason that International IDEA
does not send short-term election observation missions. In this area, however, the Institute
and the United Nations Electoral Assistance Division (UNEAD) jointly held a roundtable
discussion on International Election Observation in 1995. The following four projects came
from lessons learnt from this meeting.

2. Code of Conduct for Election Observers

The conduct of international observation missions and of individual observers has been the
subject of much discussion and, in certain cases, controversy. Many of the key international
electoral observation bodies, as well as the donors that fund these bodies, have expressed a
need for the development of a Code of Conduct for the ethical and professional discharge of
election observation activities. The International Election Observation roundtable held at the
Institute put this as a "first priority" activity, and subsequent meetings with election experts
and major actors in that field have confirmed the importance and value of this Code of
Conduct.

This project, which will be completed in 1997, involved the retrieval and collation of all the
different codes and materials on this topic and their subsequent analysis and synthesis to
enable the formulation and drafting of a universal set of minimum standards that can be
viewed as a Code that should be subscribed to and endorsed by the relevant organizations in
this field. Comments on the First Draft Code, from Election Management Bodies and major
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international organizations, have been incorporated and a second draft has been circulated for
further comments.

The response to the Draft Code has been very positive. Notwithstanding that it was still in
draft form, it was held up by those in charge of the observation process in the 1996 Bosnian
Election as a model code, and was also used by the Nicaraguan Electoral Commission in
their most recent election.

Contact person: Programme Officer Ben Reilly

3. Guidelines for Electoral Observation Involvement

One of the most difficult decisions faced by organizations that receive requests for electoral
observation is deciding whether to become involved or not. The roundtable held at the
Institute on this issue, felt that the existence of generally agreed norms/ guidelines or
prerequisites for international observation would significantly help these organizations in
making the decision and in justifying it to the requesting body.

Observer organizations explicitly or implicitly use certain criteria for making such a decision,
including among other things, a generalised support for the presence of observers, adequate
lead time, existence of basic freedoms and an impartial electoral authority. In order to create
guidelines the criteria used by different organizations will be studied and an analysis .of the
decision making process in problematic cases will be undertaken. Like the Codes of Conduct
a draft document proposing and justifying guidelines will then be circulated, amended and re-
circulated. The end result will be a general guideline that can be used by any organization
concerned.

Contact person: Programme Officer Ben Reilly

4. Field Co-operation for International Observation Missions

The mandate for this project arose from a number of roundtable meetings held at the Institute
and from complaints by the international donor community concerning the high cost for
election observation. Greater coherency and better structured co-operation between
organizations which are monitoring elections is needed. In response, the Institute and certain
election observation organizations, are working to develop a formulation of best practices
and guidelines that will encourage the better use of limited resources.

Thus far the Institute has organised meetings with all relevant organizations involved in the
1996 Russian presidential elections and the 1996 Bosnian Election.

In early 1997 the Institute completed a case study of the Russian elections. The lessons learnt
and recommendations from these studies will be circulated for comment. Another practical
dimension of the project will be to facilitate consultative meetings of concerned
organizations to discuss co-operation and deployment just before missions are sent to cover
coining elections.

Contact person: Senior Executive Peter Harris

5. The Future of Electoral Observation

The future of electoral observation will be discussed at meetings International IDEA is
convening in 1997. The objective will be to bring together parliamentarian organizations that
have been involved in electoral observation, with the purpose of sharing methodologies,
discussing improved field procedures and co-operation and, particularly, the shape and
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ELECTIONS AND ASSISTANCE TO ELECTORAL OFFICIALS

6. Code of Conduct for Political Parties during Electoral Campaigns

Due to constantly arising disputes about the conduct of political parties during electoral
campaigns, International IDEA has cautiously attempted to create some universal standards.
This Code will address the conduct of political parties during the electoral process. It will set
forth a set of minimum standards which can serve to guide and regulate the conduct of
political parties during the election process. The Institute's draft is being sent via
International IDEA'S network of election administration bodies to all member countries,
seeking their comments and ultimately their acceptance. Agreement will also be sought from
international organizations and donor agencies. It is hoped that the final Code, if agreed to
by a sufficiently large group of countries and agencies, will have the same status and effect
as the other Codes of the Institute.

Contact person: Programme Officer Ben Rcilly

7. Guideline for the Evaluation of Free and Fair Elections

This project arose out of the Roundtable on International Election Observation as well as
various meetings of experts held at the Institute. It was agreed that, although there was some
recent important material on the concept of "free and fair" elections, further development of
the issues surrounding this critical area was necessary.

The project envisions exploring the concept of what is considered "free and fair" in order to
develop a core of standards for evaluating the different aspects of an electoral process,
including alternative approaches to reporting on the process. It is understood that the product
will not be as cut-and-dry as a Code of Conduct considering that observer values,
circumstances and context must be considered. Nonetheless, the development of some
guidelines will significantly help decision making in this complex and extremely sensitive
area. The expected outcome is a document, or series of documents, which will identify and
assess the issues and propose a framework which observation missions can use in specific
elections.

Contact person: Programme Officer Ben Reilly

8. Electoral Dispute Resolution Systems

The objective of the electoral disputes resolution project is to produce a comprehensive
evaluation of the different mechanisms for resolution of electoral disputes and complaints.
Governments and electoral authorities from all continents have used a number of different
approaches and structures to address electoral disputes - including courts, electoral tribunals,
and formal or informal conciliation and mediation. Some of these approaches have proved to
be particularly effective, others have been cumbersome and expensive and still others have
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been so flawed that they seriously undermined the democratic process. While there appears
to be widespread acknowledgement of the importance of effective dispute resolution
mechanisms, especially in view of the critical impact that such mechanisms have on the
credibility of the electoral process, there appears to have been little comparative work
produced in this area.

International IDEA intends to fill this gap by producing a publication which compares the
different systems in use, analyses their operation and effectiveness, and attempts to point
towards "good practices" in the field - taking into account the variation in political and social
conditions. Output will include books, manuals, and electronic documents. Training
packages in particular aspects of dispute resolution will be produced and the project team
will also be able to offer advice and assistance on a realistic basis. The final product should
be available in 1997. The Institute envisions publishing the results of this project in book
form, on CD-rom and via the Internet.

Contact person: Senior Executive Peter Harris

9. Administration and Cost of Elections

Well managed elections can be fairer, instil more confidence in voters and save money.
International IDEA, following a number of meetings with electoral administrators, identified
a growing need for compiling and making readily available high quality comparative
information on election administration. The nine areas that will be examined are electoral
systems, management structures, party and candidate regulation, voter education, vote
counting, legislative frameworks, boundary delimitation, voter registration and polling
arrangements and election operations.

This project, which is being undertaken in co-operation with the International Foundation for
Election Systems (IFES) and the United Nations Department of Development Support and
Management Services (UN-DDSMS), hopes to widen the range of alternatives and choices
available to electoral administrators, and to provide complete and systematic information to
those who are faced with (re-)designing electoral procedures.

The end product will be an electronic "encyclopaedia" in which electoral management
bodies, legislators facing electoral reform issues, and election consultants will be able to find
information concerning alternative approaches. The cost, security and other implications of
these alternatives, as well as concrete checklists, generic forms and "good examples" will be
included.

Contact person: Programme Officer Therese Laanela

10. Code of Conduct for Electoral Management

The need for a consistent set of minimum standards that will regulate the ethical and
professional conduct of electoral officials and managers has been underscored by i.a.
electoral officials and a number of international bodies which provide financial assistance
and support to election administrations. Doctors, lawyers and journalists have official Codes
that can guide and protect their professional conduct. A generic Code that emphasises
independence, transparency, accuracy, and service orientation has been drafted, and endorsed
by the election management bodies of International IDEA'S member states. It is currently
being circulated among a wider audience of international organizations and election
administrators for additional modification and approval. The final objective, like the other
Codes of Conduct, is to have this Code universally accepted.

Contact person: Programme Officer Ben Reilly

6
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11. Electoral Networks and Assistance

The maintenance of both the existing network of Electoral Management Bodies of
International IDEA's member states, and the development of a global network of contacts, is
an ongoing task for the Institute. Two meetings have been held for Electoral Management
Bodies, and a yearly meeting with a specific electoral management theme is planned in
conjunction with the International IDEA annual Democracy Forum (see below under heading
Democracy Forum).

The following two projects will be undertaken in 1997 to help facilitate these networks:

• Support activities in the development of regional networks of electoral organizations.
Initially International IDEA has begun work on this in the South Pacific and in Africa.

• International IDEA is facilitating the establishment of an e-mail network between
Electoral Management Bodies in order to generate professional interactions and the
sharing of useful information.

Contact person: Programme Officer Therese Laanela

12. Electoral Systems

The desired outcome of this project is to provide the fundamental components of electoral
system design to those individuals and groups involved in (re-) designing electoral laws.
Constitutional or institutional design is increasingly being seen as one of the chief
components which may either hinder, or facilitate, democratic consolidation in young
democracies. It has been demonstrated that there is no more important choice to be made
than that of which electoral system is to be used to constitute the legislature and executive
branches of a government.

The Institute has identified a gap in the area of user friendly guides to electoral system
design. While there are a plethora of academic works dealing with this subject there are no
adequate reference guides which clearly, and in simple language, describe the choices and
consequences inherent within electoral system design.

Publications emanating from this project will not offer prescriptive solutions to electoral
system design questions but will describe the menu of institutions on offer and the
experiences of countries who have used specific electoral systems. It is expected that
International IDEA will offer more detailed advice to host nations during in-country
missions. The end product, The International IDEA Handbook of Electoral System Design,
will include:

• An overview description of electoral systems and an analysis of the practical
consequences of choosing different system designs;

• A number of brief case studies to illustrate how some electoral systems work in practice;

• A description of the principles of electoral systems used in a large number of
"democratic" countries, and

• A short bibliography for further reading on the different systems that exist.
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International IDEA plans to produce an Electoral Systems Handbook in several languages in
1997. This information will also be published in the context of the much larger project
Administration and Cost of Elections (see project number 8. in this section) in a user-friendly
CD-Rom which will give a choice by choice analysis of what type of Electoral system is
used.

Contact person: Programme Officer Andrew Reynolds

13. Voter Turnout in Elections: A World-wide Comparison

In the first half of 1997 International IDEA will produce a global overview of voter turnout
statistics. This publication, which will be regularly updated and may be reprinted each year,
will be accompanied by an analysis of the raw data made available. The Institute has
identified three areas where knowledge about voter turnout remains undeveloped:

• The collation of raw data on turnout in new democracies;

• The comparison of voter turnout in established democracies versus new democracies, and

• The global relationship between electoral turnout and democratic legitimacy.

International IDEA will also publish this material on the Internet, so that researchers and
concerned professionals can easily access it for their own work.

Contact Person: Programme Officer Andrew Reynolds

APPLIED RESEARCH

Concept

International IDEA is working to build a bridge between the research and policy
communities in the area of democracy. Its research programme is aimed at practitioners in
the field. The Institute hopes to make the gist of the academic world's shelves of literature,
dissertations and massive numbers of articles on any subject pertaining to democracy easily
accessible to policy-makers. Often Institute projects begin as applied research and are then
developed into tangible programmes to be followed up in the area of Rules and Guidelines or
Capacity Building.

The Institute is presently working on the following three Applied Research projects:

1. The Common Ground of Democracy

This project is aimed at clarifying the Institute's own thinking on the meaning of democracy
and offering some insight into the subject for a broader consumption beyond the Institute
itself.

The concept of "democracy" was not explicitly on the formal agenda of the international
community during the Cold War. In the 1990s, however, "democracy" has come to the
centre of international attention and the United Nations agenda. The two principal
documents that have focused on the concepts of "democracy" and "democratisation", the
Vienna Declaration on Human Rights and the UN Secretary-General's Report on New or
Restored Democracies, make the following essential points clear:
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• Democracy is a single and universal concept, based on the "freely-expressed will of the
people";

• There are certain "minimum conditions" and "defining features" of "democracy", and

• "Democracy" may take many forms, and in expressing their will, the peoples of different
countries may determine different political, economic, social and cultural systems,
depending on the characteristics and circumstances of their societies.

The UN documents are viewed as one point of departure for the purpose of the project. It is
intended to seek to identify what might be seen as central and common to democracy as a
universal concept, and what differences among countries and cultures can validly be seen as
societal characteristics of the particular political, economic, social or cultural system.

A series of workshops is planned for 1997 to consider this question, inviting recognised
scholars and practitioners in "democracy" to participate. They will be drawn from the
various social and cultural systems around the world.

The practical outcome of the project will be a publication that records the insights offered by
the participants, and that seeks to identify any synthesis of view on the "common ground"
that might exist among them regarding the meaning of "democracy".

Contact person: Programme Director Kennedy Graham

2. The Development and Functioning of Political Parties

The objective of this project is to provide a meeting place for practitioners and researchers
concerned with the development and functioning of political parties to facilitate exchange of
ideas, experiences, information and to produce information material for the benefit of those
interested in the management of political parties.

Since political parties are considered to be the nerve centre of democracy, and the main
vehicles of competition for the governance of states, they are affected by various factors
which affect the process of global change. In some cases, parties are struggling to cope with
the factors of change, which may be within or beyond their control, while in others party
leaderships have themselves contributed to elite control and resulting public apathy. The
Board of the Institute has identified the following issues for attention:

1. The funding and internal functioning of political parties;

2. The relations of opposition parties with parties in the government, and

3. The decline of political parties in established democracies.

The Institute has identified a vacuum in discussion as well as research concerning these
critical questions. While parties meet regionally along political lines the Institute is not
aware of any forum where functionaries of parties from mature as well as other democracies
meet, along with researchers, across regional and ideological lines, to discuss financial and
management issues. The Institute hopes to create such a forum in 1997.

The Institute set up a Project Group to plan and implement this research. It plans to convene
a meeting of a group of researchers and practitioners who have some experience in this field
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in the first months of 1997. Information gleaned from this research will be used in the
correlating projects described above, under the heading Rules and Guidelines.

Contact person: Senior Executive Sundeep Waslekar

3. Democracy and Deep-Rooted Conflict

It is possible, as we saw in South Africa and Chile, that deep rooted conflicts can be resolved
through a democratic process. What is needed is a structural mechanism for analysing the
nature of conflict and the "democratic" options which can be used to facilitate the peaceful
resolution (or management) of such conflict.

The focus of this research is to analyse what role democratic institutions can play in
resolving different types of conflicts. The goal is to develop a menu of options for conflict
resolution and an analytical framework to determine which options are most appropriate for
any given situation. This would describe "good practices" and cases where "democracy"
failed to bring about long-term stability. The project will not centre primarily on case
studies, rather it will concentrate on building a rigorous analytical methodology. Such a
methodology will provide structure for identifying both the nature of the conflict and
democratic levers to be applied in the interest of conflict resolution in specific circumstances
and country conditions.

Contact person: Senior Executive Peter Harris

FUTURE PROJECTS

In the first months of 1997 the Institute's Working Group on Research will also be exploring
the possibility of creating projects in the area of:

• Lessons learnt from second and third generation elections, and

• The correlation between economic reforms and democratic development.

CAPACITY BUILDING

The Institute is actively involved, at this initial stage, in working to strengthen the
institutional capacity of some newly-democratic countries and some countries that are in the
process of developing a more democratic system of governance. In the future International
IDEA plans to work on building capacity in countries that have had some form of democratic
governance for a long period.

The main approach of International IDEA is to take a long-term, comprehensive view of the
development of democracy in a given society. The civic institutions that sustain democracy,
such as the constitution of the country, the laws and organization of the judiciary, the
election administration and procedures, the parliamentary procedures, the rules concerning
political parties and the mass media are systematically studied to see what development in
these institutions could better sustain the democratic process.

For general information about International IDEA'S Capacity Building programmes,
Contact person: - Senior Executive Roel von Meijenfeldt.

The selection of a country for International IDEA to work with is based on a combination of
demand, an analysis and a judgement on whether the unique characteristics of the Institute
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would better impact a situation than another organization, and a proactive approach based on
the Institute becoming better known in different parts of the world. The merit of the different
approaches is based on knowledge and analysis of each case, and on what opportunity there
is for the Institute to provide support. International IDEA has commenced project work in
Bosnia, Burkina Faso, Guatemala, Mali, Nepal, Nicaragua and Romania and has assisted a
number of other countries, including Australia, Botswana, Fiji, Jordan and Russia following
specific requests.

In Bosnia, following the general elections in 1996, the Institute has begun assistance in
developing strategies for longterm support for this democratic process. Dr. Durao Barroso,
the former Foreign Minister of Portugal, led an international mission to Bosnia in September
1996. (A report has been published, see below under heading Information, List of
Publications.) This mission identified, as a priority, the need to assist Bosnian political
parties and Bosnian institutions in the development of a long-term democracy agenda.
Specifically International IDEA will undertake two studies:

• A feasibility study on establishing a democracy support facility in Bosnia and
Herzegovina;

• A broad study about developing programmes for long-term democracy support which will
take into account questions concerning the rule of law and democratic governance, civil .
participation and the process of reconciliation and pluralist media development. This study
will also focus on ways to support the democratic process through economic reconstruction
and development.

Contact person: Programme Officer Anette Anderson

Following the signing of the peace accord between the warring factions in Guatemala on
December 29, 1996, International IDEA was consulted by both parties to the treaty to assist
in creating structures and conditions for the process of democratisation. A mission visited
Guatemala in the middle of January 1997.

Contact person: Programme Director Horacio Bonco

International IDEA made introductory visits to Mali and Burkina Faso in November 1996.
Both missions were undertaken following an invitation from, in the case of Mali, the
President, and in the case of Burkina Faso, the Minister of Foreign Affairs. Both countries
are preparing for elections in the first half of 1997. Before these pending elections the
Institute will offer technical guidance to the respective national election commissions.
Future work, with a longer-term perspective, is being prepared.

Contact person: Programme Officer Carlos Santiso

An introductory visit to Nepal was undertaken in June 1996 and a follow-up assessment
mission, which was led by the former Danish Minister of Justice Mr Ole Esperson, was
conducted in January 1997. The assessment mission studied work that could be followed-up
in the following areas:

mechanisms for resolving conflicts within and between institutions;
training of parliamentarians and political workers;
the development of democratic culture at the grassroots level;
polarisation of the civil service and civil society;
professionalising of bureaucracy, and
regional co-operation in democratisation.

11
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A brief report from the assessment mission will be done in February 1997 and a final
assessment report will be published in April 1997.

Contact person: Programme Officer Jeppe Olsen

A fact-finding mission went to Nicaragua in September 1996. It found that some "strategic
gaps" exist in the area of assistance provided to national organizations. International IDEA
will attempt to find ways to fill these gaps, while conducting a more in depth enquiry into the
existing mechanisms of co-ordination between donors and the system of requests by recipient
organizations.

Contact person: Programme Director Horacio Boneo

An introductory mission from International IDEA visited Romania just before the elections
in July 1996 and is sending an Assessment Mission, lead by the former Prime Minister of
Belgium Mr Leo Tindemans, in February 1997.

The fields identified in the preliminary report for further exploration and study include:
the constitution, and the practice of "good governance";
economic reforms and social affairs;
the role of local government;
the organization of the judiciary;
the electoral system and electoral organization;
the role of the mass media, and
provisions for the respect of minority rights.

The goal of the Assessment Mission is to prepare, before the end of March 1997, a
comprehensive report on Romania's democratisation needs, identify possible gaps in current
international assistance programmes, and make concrete recommendations for a
comprehensive and long-term support strategy.

Contact person: Senior Executive Tanja Petovar

The Institute is also working on a project to help promote and develop a democratic process
in Nigeria. Meetings have been held with pro-democracy groups from this country, and a
number of longer-term strategies will be explored in the first part of 1997.

Contact person: Programme Officer Noby Ngombane

The Institute is sending an introductory mission to Zambia at the beginning of February. A
team of four experts from different African countries will meet with many governmental
representatives, judicial authorities and civil society organisations. This mission will be
working to better understand the problems that Zambia has experienced during its
democratisation process and will solicit views on how best to enhance democratic
development in the future.

Contact person: Programme Officer Noby Ngombane

The Institute will begin Capacity Building programmes in other countries in 1997.

Increasing Practical Co-operation

In early March 1997 International IDEA will be hosting a seminar to increase the practical
co-operation between international organizations, national development ministries and
foreign ministries in the area of their democracy development work. More than a dozen
countries, and the leading international organizations, will take part in the seminar. The goal
of the meeting is to exchange ideas and experiences and to better coordinate future work.

12
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This meeting is seen as the beginning of a process of coordination and co-operation between
officials and desk-officers at ministries, programme officers at international organizations
and experts working in this field.

Contact person: Senior Adviser Lars-Olof Edstrom

Democracy and Electoral Experts Roster (DEER)

International IDEA is in the process of compiling a Democracy and Electoral Experts Roster
(DEER). At present the roster is operational and includes more than 400 names of experts.
Applicants have been registered with their fields of expertise according to the different
functions of the Institute. To register for this Roster please turn to the back of this
publication, Annex I, for more details.
Contact persons:

Programme Director Kennedy Graham, Programme Assistant Svante Persson

INFORMATION

To make information available to concerned groups, organizations and individuals, is one
important goal of the Institute. Many democracy practitioners are in need of accurate
information concerning myriad questions that pertain to the democratic process and
elections. International IDEA's founding statutes state that "to increase information
available" is one of the fundamental goals of the organization. A number of projects, as
explained above, contain as an integral part, the goal of compiling and making available, in
an easily accessible manner, information for concerned professionals.

A significant part of the information service is to provide answers to questions coming from
organizations, parliamentarians, political parties, government ministries and electoral
management bodies. The Institute is in the midst of compiling a library of specialised
information, and hopes to make most, if not all of it, available in a user-friendly format
through the internet.

Website on the Internet

The Internationa! IDEA Website (http://www.int-idea.se) contains most of International
IDEA'S publications. In 1997 the Institute will continue modifying its homepage in order to
make it more user friendly. Suggestions for modifications and new techniques for presenting
user-friendly information are welcome.

Contact person: Librarian/ Information Specialist Sue Dodd

Regular Publications:

International IDEA will constantly produce in 1997 topic-specific publications. At present
the Institute has two regular publications.

Newsletter: International IDEA publishes a Newsletter four times a year. It provides an
update on events and developments at the Institute and comments on some aspects of recent
trends that have implications for the Institute's work. To date, the Institute has published six
quarterly newsletters, the next one will be published in March 1997. If you are interested in
regularly receiving the International IDEA Newsletter please send a request to the
Information Services of the Institute. For further information see below List of Publications.

13
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Report on Annual Democracy Forum: International IDEA holds an annual Democracy
Forum each year. A report summarising interventions, debates, discussions and the
conclusions of this Forum is published in French, English and Spanish. For more
information about the concept of this Forum see the following section entitled Democracy
Forum.

List of Publications

The following reports and information material can be ordered from the Information Services
by mail (International IDEA, Stromsborg, S-103 34 Stockholm, Sweden), by fax ((46.8) 20
24 22) or by e-mail (report@int-idea.se). Please state which document you would like to
order and in which language. Please also specify whether you wish to be included on the
Mailing List of the Institute.

Contact person: Administrative Assistant Maja Lundborg

General Publications

Proceedings of the Democracy Forum '96. English. Spanish version under preparation.

Beyond Elections '96: A Two-Year Window of Opportunity for Democracy— Proposals
for the Transition towards Peace and Democracy in Bosnia and Herzegovina'. English,
Bosnian.

International Election Observation: Lessons Learnt (A Roundtable jointly organized by
the United Nations Electoral Assistance Division and International IDEA, October 10-12,
1995). English.

Report of the Roundtable on National Capacity-Building for Democracy (February 12-
14, 1996). English.

Evaluating Election Observation Missions: Lessons Learnt From the Russian Elections
of 1996. English

Publications About International IDEA

International IDEA'S Statutes. English, Spanish, French.

International IDEA'S Declaration. English, French, Spanish.

Newsletters (No. 1-5). English.

Information Brochure describing the establishment and goals of International IDEA.
English, French, Spanish.

Leaflet Presenting International IDEA. English, French, Spanish, Arabic. Russian version
under preparation.

Work In Progress (January 1997). English. French, Russian and Spanish versions under
preparation.
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UNDP Information Network

International IDEA and the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) will begin a
joint project later in 1997, to establish a global information network. The goal of the
network will be to gather topical information about upcoming elections and other related
electoral matters through UNDP field offices world-wide. Information concerning dates of
elections, outcomes, disputes, voter turnout and problems arising will be compiled by the
Institute and made available to concerned parties.

Contact person: Programme Director Horacio Boneo

General Information Service and Press Office

International IDEA has now engaged a full-time Information and Press Officer. All media
organizations interested in knowing more about the Institute, its missions, its future meetings,
its up-coming publications or any other general information can contact Information/Press
Officer Lee Woodyear.

DEMOCRACY FORUM

International IDEA has created the tradition of holding an annual Democracy Forum to bring
a diverse group of the different players in society - politicians, civil servants, media
professionals, judicial authorities, researchers, et alia - together to discuss specific issues
concerning democracy and electoral assistance. In 1996 the Forum focused on issues ranging
from the democratic crisis in Nigeria, the state of democracy in Latin America, democracy
and new concepts of security, the link between economic development and democracy to
applying lessons leamt in the process of reconciliation in Chile and South Africa to the
situation in Bosnia.

Participants at the 1996 Forum included politicians such as the Deputy Foreign Minister of
Chile, Mr Mariano Fernandez; the Swedish Deputy Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr Pierre
Schori; the former President of Costa Rica and Nobel Peace Prize Laureate, Dr Oscar Arias.
Human rights activists such as the Nobel Laureate in Literature Professor Wole Soyinka and
the President of L'Association pour 1'Action Humanitaire Ms Barbara Hendricks were
present. Many prominent academics also took part including, Professor Emma Rothschild,
from the University of Cambridge; Professor Jagdish Bhagwati from Columbia University in
New York; Professor Saad Eddin, Ibrahim Ibn Khaldoum Centre for Development Studies,
American University, Cairo; Professor J0rgen Elklit, from the University of Aarhus,
Denmark, and Professor Thomas Franck from New York University in the USA.

Other participants included the former Prosecutor on the International Criminial Tribunals
for former Yugoslavia and Rwanda, Justice Richard Goldstone; Chairwoman of the Canadian
Centre for Human Rights and Democratic Development, Ms Maureen O'Neil; the Senior
Vice President and General Counsel of the World Bank, Mr Ibrahim Shihata; the Election
Commissioner of India, Mr M.S. Gill; the Executive Director of the National Economic
Development and Labour Council, Mr Jayendra Naidoo; the Director of the Chilean Election
Commission Mr Juan Ignacio Garcia; the Former Director of Democracy, for the United
States National Security Council, Dr Morton Halperin; the former Special Adviser to the UN
Secretary-General Ms Rosario Green,and the Secretary-General of the OSCE Parliamentary
Assembly, Mr Robert Spencer Oliver.
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The entire Board of Directors of International fDEA, excluding Ms Aung San Suu Kyi who
participated in the Board Meeting by phone but was not able to attend in person, took part in
the week-long Forum as did representatives from Electoral Management Boards and the
small number of staff at Internationa! IDEA.

The 1997 Democracy Forum will be held from June 30 to July 4 in Stockholm, Sweden. The
topics and participants at this Forum are presently under discussion.
Contact persons:

Senior Adviser Lars-Olof Edstrom, Information/Press Officer Lee Woodyear
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I N S T I T U T E F O R

ANNEX I

DEMOCRACY EXPERTS ROSTER
INTERNATIONAL IDEA:

The International Institute for Democracy and Electoral
Assistance is an international organization that works for
the promotion and advancement of sustainable democra-
cy world-wide and within this context improvement and
consolidation of electoral processes.

The Institute will complement existing organizations as
a source of knowledge and experience on issues of demo-
cratization and electoral practice.

International IDEA was founded in 1995 by the go-
vernments of Australia, Barbados, Belgium, Chile, Costa
Rica, Denmark, fin/and, India, the Netherlands, Norway,
Portugal, South Africa, Spain and Sweden.

The Institute is to include as members, on a basis of
equality, governments, inter-governmental organizations
and international non-governmental organizations, esta-
blishing a new pattern of international co-operation. The
Inter-American Institute of Human Rights (Costa Rica) and
Parliamentarians for Clobal Action (New York) hove re-
cently become members.

The Institute operates under a Board of Directors of
eminent Individuals serving in their personal capacities.

THE ROSTER:

The Institute is building up a small professional
staff, and will rely extensively on external experts
for many of its future activities.

International IDEA is in the process to build up a
Roster of Experts for use in its activities, and plans to
make available on request names of experts on the
Roster to other international or national organiza-
tions operating in the democracy and electoral assis-
tance field.

QUALIFICATIONS:

The Roster will be composed of experts with senior
professional practice (over 8 years experience) in the
fields of democracy and/or electoral assistance and
experts with limited experience.

Experts would normally have an academic quali-
fication in political, soda! or economic sciences, or
in international law, international relations or rela-
ted studies.

They would have acquired substantial expertise
in one or more of the following fields: the architec-
ture of democracy, the constitutional foundations of
democracy, the institutional structures of democracy

A programme was approved by the Council in
November 1995 and focuses initially on four main areas
of work:
« Information services - the creation of a databank, har-

vesting of experience on good practices, and making the
information available to those working on the promotion
of democracy and free elections;

• Developing Rules and Guidelines - assist in the develop-
ment of rules and guidelines for normative democratic
practice and electoral processes;

• Capacity-Building - provide advice and assistance to en-
hance local capacity for democratic development and
culture, and for the management and monitoring of
elections;

• Applying Research and Learning from Practice - serve as
a bridge between academia and practitioners in making
research findings accessible, in identifying at an early
stage bottlenecks that would benefit from applied rese-
arch, and in developing methodology for the promotion
of democracy.

(legislature, executive, judiciary, party system), the
electoral process, information and media in demo-
cracy, and civic culture and civil society.

Persons with specific country or regional experi-
ence relevant to democratic development are also
invited to register.

As one of the primary aims of IDEA is to build
bridges between the academic community and prac-
titioners, both scholars and persons with applied ex-
perience and skills are encouraged to respond.

HOW TO REGISTER:

Interested professionals are requested to send a CV
written in English, highlighting qualifications, expe-
rience and skills, areas of specific interest and names
of references. Respondents may wish to attach to
their applications relevant articles, reports or books
on democracy/electoral Issues that they have autho-
red.

Applications and/or requests for background In-
formation on the Institute can be sent by mail to
International IDEA, 103 34 Stockholm, Sweden, or
be faxed to +46 8 202422, or sent via e-mail to
lnfo@lnt-idea.se.

Stromsborg S-10334 Stockholm SWEDEN tel +4686983700 fax +468202422 e-mail info@int-idea.se
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Mr. Iqbal Riza
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NEW YORK 10017 N.Y.
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Following our establishment and the recruitment of international staff in 1996,
International IDEA is now fully operational.

Democracy and the conduct of free and fair elections are subjects of growing
importance on the international agenda.

International IDEA is just at the beginning of its operations. I am pleased to attach
our most recent publication called "Work in Progress - January 1997" which gives a
short introduction to the programmes and projects we are involved in.

We welcome suggestions and comments as we further develop our humble
contributions to the democratic tide, one of the most remarkable global movements
of our time.

Yours sincerely, _

</ I/ ' (/

Bengt Save-Sb'derbergh
Secretary-General

Enclosure

Stromsborg S-103 34 Stockholm SWEDEN tel +46 8 698 37 00 fax +46 8 20 24 22 e-mail info@int-idea.se




